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Abstract. This paper introduces our works that aim to realize conversational contents. Capturing systems for conversations, presentation,
personal experiences have been developed in our laboratory, and they
usually show good performance for acquiring good sources of conversational contents. We introduce the basic idea of our framework, actual
systems, and our future plan.

1

Introduction

Introducing conversation functions is an attractive and promising approach for
realizing advanced multimedia for a variety of applications. As an essential topic
for this approach, we have been investigating automatic acquisition of video
based multimedia contents, say conversational contents, that can be used as eLearning, training, video manuals, etc. Such data acquisition is one of the most
important issues, since those types of contents requires flexible interaction with
a variety of presentation forms using a variety of data in response to questions
or interaction with the users.
In this paper, we first present our works for capturing and indexing conversation, presentation, and personal experiences. In those works, we placed much
emphasis on taking data in various ways from the real world. Those works are
approaches for relatively small-scale or controlled situations, and we are planning further research in large-scale or non-restricted situations. The concept of
this approach will also be presented in this paper.

2

Capturing Conversation and Presentation

The most straightforward data acquisition for conversational contents is capturing conversation scenes such as meetings. Recorded data, for example, can be
directly used for meeting minutes, with which we can review details of a meeting
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Fig. 1. Conversation capturing system

on our demands. Not a few projects have started for realizing such automatic
meeting recorders that enable flexible accesses to recorded data, e.g., “who spoke
what”, “how they agreed on xxxx”, etc.
Moreover, since a conversation is one of the most common ways for human
communication, the archived data are useful also as explanations concerning a
variety of topics. We are concentrating much on this point, and we use each
movie clip of a conversation scenes as a movie clip for a presentation.
For this purpose, we are investigating meeting capturing and editing. One
important point for this archiving process is to obtain attractive shots as seen in
movies or TV programs without disturbing natural conversations, and another is
to obtain useful indices for data retrieval on demand. To meet those demands, we
constructed a system as shown in Figure 1 that observes the positions of talking
people, and automatically controls cameras for filming them with appropriate
picture compositions[1].
Our another research topic is presentation archiving. Presentations are good
sources for e-Learning or manuals, and we are constructing an automated system
for capturing, editing, and question answering. For this purpose, we need to
capture much more details of human behaviors than conversation cases. For
example, we need a close-up shot of a specific parts with detailed explanation if
we want to learn an assembly of electronic circuits.
We first developed an automated video capturing and indexing system for
a desktop presentation as shown in Figure 2[2], and showed automatic editing
is possible by recognizing typical behaviors of a presenting person[3]. One key
point of this work is that we realized a flexible camerawork that can be adapted
to various purposes of capturing by adjusting its parameters. Another point
is that we introduced a new editing scheme that uses behavior-of-attentions,
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Fig. 2. Automated capturing system for desktop presentation

Fig. 3. QUEVICO: question answering scheme

which are the behaviors to draw viewers’ attention explicitly or suggestively in
presentations[4].
Then, we have some experiences with our question answering scheme, and
proved that answering by images or video clips, as shown in Figure 3, is possible
for relatively simple tasks[5]. One key point is that the system determines which
modality is suitable for answering each question, i.e. a video segment, a text,
or an audio segment is appropriately chosen for explanation.
Another research is an intelligent classroom[6], which is more practically used
to archive lectures that are held as regular courses in Kyoto University. We have
developed advanced camera controlling methods[7][8][9] for this purpose.

3

Capturing Personal Experiences

Not only conversations or presentations are the sources for conversational contents. We can easily understand it because we want to tell our experiences to
other people, and those frequently become main topics of our conversations.
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(a) Personal activity record (the right images) browsers with a surveillance camera view (the left image)

(b) behaviors for paying attention
Fig. 4. Video analysis for archiving personal activities

Capturing and archiving our activities anytime anywhere is a quite attractive
issue. For this purpose, we proposed a novel method for analyzing video records
captured by a head-mounted camera and an environmental camera as shown
in Figure 4(a). This process aims to make retrieval of personal activities easier
by detecting important portions from the videos. We showed that the user’s
behaviors that appear when he/she pays attention to something as shown in
Figure 4(b) are useful for this purpose[10, 11]. The links between a wide-angled
view from a ceiling camera and a detailed view from a head-mount camera are
also effective for recalling experiences such as “who did what and where”.
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Fig. 5. Massive sensors for capturing human life space: a number of uncalibrated sensors are scattered, and they capture and correlate a large amount of data.

4

Capturing Less Constrained Scenes

We employed, so far, custom-made sensors for each of the above situations. We
need further research for sensing and capturing in less constrained environments,
since a variety of events would happen at a variety of places.
Our new approach is to develop a novel framework that employs a large
number of sensors and massive data. Suppose that image sensors, e.g., CCD
cameras, and acoustic sensors, e.g., microphone arrays, are arbitrarily and nonuniformly distributed as shown in Figure 5 and they are initially uncalibrated.
Our goal is to establish a new theory by which any events can be detected and
recorded by those sensors. The most challenging portion is to retain consistency
of observation over sensors, which is achieved by identifying sensors each other,
exchanging live data with other sensors, and cooperating each other to assure
event detection. Thus, we expect that massive and scattered sensors, their automatic calibration, and their learning capability can be a breakthrough for
capturing arbitrary events in a large-scale space.

5

Summary

We briefly introduced our approaches for acquiring conversational contents.
Some are concerning capturing videos and indexing for conversation and presentation situations, another is for capturing personal experience by a head-mount
camera and environmental cameras. We are also investigating further mechanism
for more general situation in a large-scale space.
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